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汉1． In other words, the greenhouse effect is a natural course which

is to some degree helpful to us.2． The large the number of workers

in an industry who are women, the lower the average wages.3． It is

bitter to face your weaknesses than to pretend they do not exist.4．

You should not be apologetic about it but instead recognize that you

will have a chance of a fresh start at work..5． From the figures, it can

be calculated that the average child learns at a rate of about 13 new

words per day.6． Laughter gets your blood circulating, given your

heart a workout, supplies your lungs with oxygen, stimulates your

brain, activates your immune system, and suppresses stress

hormones.7． Stress is a natural part of everyday life and there is no

way to avoid it.8． It is only when the stress gets out of control that it

can lead to poor performance and ill health.9． Many of them work

in industries that only came into being because of new

technology.10. In fact, in the past decade the rate of job growth in

microelectronics has been twice as fast as the national average.11.

This showed that bats could get information about the obstacles

ahead by means of sound-waves reflected from them.12. Some may

use this freedom to share less time with certain friends of family

members, but new technology will also let them stay in closer touch

with those they care most about. 13. Breakfast is regarded as the most

important meal during the day especially for those children and



teenagers who are still budding.14. Experts are now calling for more

public awareness about the importance of eating a regular breakfast,

to benefit the health of local children and their parents.15.China is

speeding up preparations to set up a “green card” system by the

end of next year I order to attract more overseas professionals and

investors.16. For those who need to work and live in China for a

relatively long period, residence permits and multiple-entry visas

valid for two to five years can be also granted.17. London scientists

have found an unusual way to prevent our planet from overheating:

Move it to a cooler spot.18. The discovery was found by measuring

the star’s movement caused by the gravity of the planet.19. The

technique works only for larger planets and cannot detect those

much smaller.20. It begins in 1785 and has a high reputation for

reliable news and serious comments on the news.21. This is the first

time the exercise has been tried and if it proves a marketing success, it

could predict the start of a new trend.22. This is because the policy is

a legal document that has to stand up in court if there is in the event

of a dispute.23. The two tides meet near the mouth of the Thames,

and the strong currents they cause make it impossible to swim in a

straight line across the Channel.24. The council was born when a

handful of statesman and scientific experts met in Paris in 1950.25. It

is plain that in the year 2020 everyone will have at his elbow several

times more mechanical energy that he has today. 100Test 下载频道
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